SPUR

what
who
how

Arts and Cultural Events have lacked, and in ways, have been non-existent due to the COVID pandemic. These events are not only a layer of social preservation that is part of our everyday lives, but
they are the cultural identity that enhance the social construct of our cities.
A cultural catalyst will be interwoven within the urban fabric, invigorating and regenerating arts and
culture through reimagined social interaction.
Given the city’s complex layers of historical preservation and urban fabric, a new layer of social construct is added, contributing to
the richness of the city’s evolution. Spur, an elevated arts and culture web meanders through the city, spilling on to the existing streets
below and connecting to existing pedestrian platforms, creating a juxtaposition between the existing social hub and the new Cultural
Catalyst Pods.
This digital web integrates a series of entertainment pods that are strategically located between and attached to the buildings, while
another series of pods may take over an empty plot of land. These pods will house musicians, artists, and professionals, creating a social
environment for entertainment, and also a professional exchange of ideas.
During the day, the pods are rented out for start-ups, while at night they are transformed to house musicians and artists. The artists will
take over the pods to display their performances, which will stretch for kilometers. Pedestrians can enjoy performances and art while
they walk, or they can choose to invite themselves onto the platform and be part of something extraordinary while they watch the
show. The digitized media along the network and pod facades will be tailored to the event, and will light up the surrounding spaces,
playing with the 4th dimension of architecture, light.
In order to create and intertwine a sustainable social environment, the pods themselves are used as water catchments to harvest
rainwater, and feed any softscape below each pod, while the rest of the water gets recycled back to storage tanks for later use. The
connecting platforms between pods are held up by a series of sustainable flutes. These act as the structure, water catchment, and solar
power generator for a climate controlled atmosphere due to the London weather conditions.
In order to support the Spur, which we are identifying as a Cultural Catalyst, users will be able to download the Spur app, to check out
shows, RSVP to events, rent out a pod, or even live stream any event - anytime, anywhere, for a small monthly fee. The digital screens
along the Spur will be utilized for advertisers & sponsors to use as digital billboards, and project along the existing building facades,
which they are able to rent out, and in turn fund the Spur events.
The COVID pandemic has taught us that we need to re-evaluate our ways of socializing. It is our hope that Spur will regenerate arts and
culture throughout the city, help with a new sense of community, and togetherness, and interlace a sustainable and social environment
for the future.
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Inspired by the City of London Pedway Scheme, an elevated walkway network evolved and transformed traffic flows in the city of London. This
was part of the post-World War II reconstruction of London effective from the mid-1950s to the mid-1960s. In 2017, hindering the Pedway Scheme,
a new section of walkways were added as part of a development in London Wall. The Spur celebrates this ideology into transforming this concept
into a new way of experiencing the arts and culture.
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In order to support this Cultural Catalyst, anyone within the city and the world is able to download the Spur app, pay a small monthly subscription,
and be part of the bigger whole.

Sustainable Flute

The flutes act as a structural system, a
water catchment, and a solar energy
generator that heats up the flute column
and radiates heat at the path level to
mitigate the London weather conditions,
creating a comfortable atmosphere for
users.
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Q/A with the artists & musicians during evening events to
learn more about them, while networking with professionals
during the day that take over the Spur pods to conduct
business ventures for their start-ups.
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RSVP

RSVP for events, limited to a certain number of persons due
to not only social distancing as we have seen in the recent
COVID pandemic, but offer a certain exclusivity that is desired as a public realm.
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LIVE STREAM

Check out what start-ups are along the spur and rent out
your pod with your new start up today!

Want to join but you are out of the country? No problem!
You will be able to live stream shows and still connect with
other startup companies to exchange ideas.
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Check out the daily arts & cultural events to attend or rent
out a pod to be part of the spur event!
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The Spur network vision is to not only create a network within the cultural mile zone allocated along the ring in magenta, but to continue the loop
bridging the North & South of the Thames River, experiencing the entirety of the cultural catalyst. The peripheral pods will be used as anchor points
to spew the network even further, outside of the cultural catalyst boundary. Whilst the inner tri-colored pods, depending on the application type,
are allocated within the central boundary representing the pods that may be tucked within neighborhoods. This creates a sense of interconnectedness of the macro scale of the networks magnitude of the Spur.

Spur Network

The Spur network within the cultural mile is stretched along the London Wall Street, which then branches out further extensions from the main network spine connecting to the main urban anchor points such as The Gardens at One London Wall Place, St Giles Cripplegate, eventually leading
to the New Museum of London. The Spur is strategically located within close vicinity to the London Underground for ease of access.
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potential activity - Art Gallery Symposium

potential activity - Startup Socials

potential activity - an urban concert hall

pod application #1 // stand-alone in-between space

pod application #2 // attached to the surrounding

pod application #3 // grouping at the empty lot

